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1. Introduction

Twistor spinors were introduced by R. Penrose as solutions of a conformally
invariant field equations in general relativity. In this paper we consider Riemannian
spin manifolds carrying twistor spinors. Outside their zero set they can be seen as
conformal analogues ofparallel spinors. As an example, a twistor spinor with a zero
exists on the standard sphere. Moreover, A. Lichnerowicz proved in [Li, Thm. 7] that
the sphere with its standard conformal structure is the only compact Riemannian spin
manifold carrying twistor spinors with zeros.

To a spinor field q one can canonically associate a vector field V as the dual of
the 1-form X - x/-Sq(b, X b), where the dot refers to the Clifford multiplication
and the bracket is the canonical hermitian inner product on the space of spinors. The
associated vector field of a twistor spinor is conformal; i.e., its local flow consists
of conformal transformations. There are twistor spinors for which the associated
conformal field is trivial as well as twistor spinors with non-trivial conformal field,
for example on the standard sphere.

In a previous paper the authors showed the following:

THEOREM 1.1 [KR1, THM. A]. If the Riemannian spin manifold (M, g) carries
a twistor spinor with zero and with non-trivial conformal field then the manifold is

conformallyflat.

In this paper we obtain a converse statement, more precisely we describe the global
types of conformally flat manifolds, which carry twistor .spinors with zero and with
non-trivial conformal field.

Let (M, g) be a conformallyflat Riemannian manifold; i.e., every point p has an
open neighbourhood U, such that (U, g) is conformally equivalent to an open subset
of Euclidean space. A conformally flat manifold is called developable if there is a
conformal map 8: Mn Sn into the standard sphere; 6 is uniquely determined up
to a conformal diffeomorphism of the sphere; i.e., up to a M6bius transformation. It
follows that a developable conformally flat manifold carries twistor spinorswith zero
and with non-trivial assciated conformal fields. The universal covering (M, g) of a
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conformally flat manifold (M, g) is developable. Now we assume in addition that
M is orientable. Since the fundamental group zr (M) zr acts by orientable deck
transformations on M, there is an induced homomorphism p: zr /+(n) in
the group of orientable M6bius transformations which is uniquely determined up to
conjugation in A/l+ (n). The homomorphism p is called the holonomy representation;
cf. [Ku 1, Ch.7]. The manifold is developable if and only if p is trivial.
We say that the holonomy representation/9: zr -- A/l+ (n) fixes a point p Sn if

for all , zr the point p Im(3) is a fixed point of 3 p(,). In this case there is
the induced representation

p, pp,," rr -- C3+(n),

in the special conformal group CQ+ (n) + x S(n) of Euclidean space n
TpM, given by p,(,) (d3y)p" TpSn TpS. Here is the main result of this paper.

THEOREM 1.2. Let (M, g) be an orientable conformally flat manifold with de-
velopment 3" M - Sn and holonomy representation p. Then (M, g) carries a spin
structure and a twistor spinor with zero if and only if the following conditions are

satisfied:
(a) The holonomy representation p fixes a point p Im(3) C Sn, the induced

representation is orthogonal, i.e.,

p,,p" Zrl ----> S3(n),

and admits a lift

,O,,p 7t’l Spin(n)

with respect to the two-fold covering Spin(n) ---> SQ(n).
(b) Iflz: Spin(n) U(An) is the unitary spin representation then the representa-

tion

has a trivial subrepresentation; i.e., there is an invariant subspace V C An ofdimen-
sion at least one on which :r acts as identity.

Them is a twistor spinor cp with non-trivial associated conformal field V4 if and
only if in addition to conditions a) and b) also thefollowing condition holds:

(c) The induced holonomy representation p,,p on TpS has a trivial subrepresen-
tation; i.e.,

p,,p" rl S(n- 1).

The main idea of the proof of part (b) is that a twistor spinor with zero p on S"
is uniquely determined by the value Dp(p) of the Dirac operator at the zero and that

induces a twistor spinor with zero on M if and only if the spinor Dp(p) is fixed
under the action of the fundamental group zrl zr (M).
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It follows immediately that a Kleinian manifold in the sense of [Ku 1, (7.8)] which
carries a twistor spinor with zero is already developable. We show in Example 3.6
that there are conformally fiat manifolds for which the assumptions of Theorem 1.2
are satisfied and neither p.,p nor/z o is trivial.

In [KR2], the authors construct a complete Riemannian metric on 4, which is
half-conformally flat but not conformally flat and which carries a 2-dimensional space
oftwistor spinors with common zero point. In this case the associated conformal fields
vanish identically. See also [KR3] for this construction in all even dimensions > 4.

2. Conformal invariance of twistor spinors

Let f" (M, ) (M, g) be a conformal map between oriented n-dimensional
Riemannian manifolds with f*g a-2 for a smooth function a" IR+.
Let M carry a spin structure " Pspin(M, g) P,o(M, g), which is a Spin(n)-
principal bundle with a twofold covering of the S(n)-principal bundle Po(M, g)
of positively oriented orthonormal frames of (M, g); cf. [LM]. Via the conformal
map f, this induces a spin structure Pspin (M,-g) - P,o(M,-g) on (M, ) and the
induced map

Lo: Pso(-,-) -- Po(M, g); (el en) - (a -1 f,(el) a -l f,(en))

lifts to a bundle map f,pin" Pspin(M, -) Pspin(M, g), which is uniquely deter-
mined up to a sign. This induces a bundle isometry f," E(M, ) -- E(M, g) of
the associated spinor bundles E(M, g) Pspin(M, g) t An resp., E(M,)
Pspin(M,-) lz An" Here/z" Spin(n) ---+ U(An) is the unitary spin representa-
tion on the complex vector space An and dim A2tn dim A2m+l 2m. We de-
note by 79, resp. 79, the twistor operator of (M, g), resp. (M, ); it is given by
79: F(EM) F(TM (R) EM) with

79/ e @ V -[- e Ddp
ei n

i=l

where Vq is the spinor derivative of the spinor field q 6 I-’(EM) in the direction of
the vector field X, is the Cliffordproduct and D the Dirac operator. Twistor spinors
are the elements of ker 79, resp. ker 79; i.e., a twistor spinor on M satisfies the twistor
equation

Vq + X. Db O, (1)
n

for all vector fields X on the manifold. Via the induced map f. we can pull back
spinors; i.e., for a spinor field 4 on M the equation f.(4) q defines a spinor field
on . If 4 is a twistor spinor on (M, g) then a 1/2 is a twistor spinor on (, );

cf. [BFGK, ch. 1.4].
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Hence fz. kerD ker; + al/2maps twistor spinors of (M, g) on twistor
spinors of (M, ).

Now fix a point q M. Then a twistor spinor is uniquely determined by the
values ((q), Dcp(q)) EqM EqM An An. Hence kerD can be identified
with a subspace of An f An Under this identification we can express

fD. ker 79 C J;]qM Y]qM - ker C 7]p’ t ]p
(where q f(p)) by the homomorphism

((q), (q)) (crl/Z(p)(p),cr3/Z(p)-(p) n -2 1/2 )cr (p) grad a(p). (p)
2

for 6 ker 79 and p (q) De (q). This follows from the formula

n-2(o’1/2) ty(n+l)/2D(o’-(n-2)/2) o’3/2D a1/2 grada ;
2

cf. [LM, Thm. 5.24].
Now we consider twistor spinors with zeros. Let Tq := { 6 ker 7) (q) 0},

resp. ’Tp "= { kerD (P) 0}. Then we identify ’Tq with the subspace
{De(q) 1 6 "Tq} C ,qM An and fz: "Tq --> p with the isomorphism
(q) i- tr3/Z(p) (here ap De for some Tp(m, g)).

3. Conformaily flat manifolds and twistor spinors

In this section we prove our main result, Theorem 1.2 and construct examples. On
our way we prove the following results"

LEMMA 3.1. Let (M, g) be an orientable conformally fiat spin manifold with
development 3" M --+ S and holonomy representation p. If(M, g) carries a twistor
spinor with zero q then there is a point p Im(d) C Sn, which is fixed by the
holonomy representation p, such that the induced representation p.,p is orthogonal,
i.e.,

D,,p" 7/’1 S3(n).

Proof. If 6 Tq M, then the universal coveting space M carries a twistor spinor
with zero r-(q). Here r" -- M denotes the universal covering map. For

p (’) consider the isomorphism

az; 7"p(Sn) ----> 7-q"(M),

and denote by gt,fi ’T (Sn) the twistor spinor with zero at p and with 6z (ap) .
Let Z := { M 4q O} be the zero set of . Since a twistor spinor on Sn has at
most one zero, the zero set Z is mapped onto p under 3.
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Since the deck transformations act on M by isometries the zero set Z’ is invariant
under the action of zr. It follows that the holonomy representation/9 fixes p Sn.
Hence p,,p" r ---> CO+ (n). Let y r and consider

(By)," TpSn TpSn.

Since 8z’p 4, for q 8- (p) we obtain

Dp(p) a3/2(q) 8,(D(q))

and

D(8p) Dp(p) a3/2(yq) 8,(D(yq)) cr3/2(yq) 8,(?,, (D’(q))
r3/Z(yq)(8),8, (D(q)).

Since the maps 8, and (8), are bundle isometries we have or(q) r(?,q) for all
?, 6 zr, hence p, (?,) 6 SO(n). We also have

Dp(p) (8), (D(p)) (2)

for all y zr. [21

LEMMA 3.2. Let (M, g) be an orientable conformallyflat manifold with develop-
ment 8: M Sn and holonomy representation p whichfixes a point p Im(8) C Sn

and which is orthogonal, i.e., (p,)p" 7r SQ(n). Then (M, g) carries a spin struc-
ture ifand only if p,,p can be lifted to a representation

p,,’-": :rrl Spin(n)

with p,,p o ,,p,, where " Spin(n) --+ SO(n) is the twofold covering.

Proof. (M, g) is spin if the representation r ---> Aut(P,o(M, g)) of the funda-
mental group in the automorphism group Aut(Po(M, g)) of P,o(M, g), the group of
orientation preserving isometries of (M, g), has a lift zr Aut(Pwin(M, g)) into
the automorphism group of the spin structure with respect to the canonical projection
Aut(Pspin(M, g)) --+ Aut(P,o(M, g)); see [Fr, Ch.9]. Since p fixes p and since an
element ot 6 Aut(P,o(M, g)) is uniquely determined if we know the action of ot on a
fibre we conclude that p,,p: rrl ---> SQ(n)has a lift p-’,p: zrl ---> Spin(n)with respect
to ,. 121

Proofof Theorem 1.2. If M carries a twistor spinor with zero then (a) holds by
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. It follows from Equation 2 in the Proof of Lemma 3.1
that (b) holds.

Let V V be the associated conformal field to the twistor spinor $ with zero
p on S constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.1; i.e., (V, X) v/Z-]-(, X p) for
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all tangent vectors X. Let W := grad div V(p). Then the vector field V is not
identically zero if and only if W 0; cf. [KRI, Prop.3.2]. Since is invariant under
the holonomy representation, it follows that p,,p(W) W which implies (c).

On the other hand, if (a) holds it follows from Lemma 3.2 that (M, g) carries a
spin structure. Now it follows from (b) that the twistor sino on Sn such that
7z(p) An is fixed by/z o (p,)p induces a twistor spinor q on M by the equation

D(p) cr3/Z(q)3, (D’(q))

which satisfies

b(Fq) F,b(q)

and which therefore induces a twistor spinor on (M, g) with zero.
Now assume that, in addition, (c) holds, i.e. there is a unit vector V TpSn such

that (6v),(V) V for all F 6 zr. Let 6 An be a spinor which is fixed under the
holonomy representation p.,p; i.e., (6), for all F 6 7/’1"

Furthermore the spinor V is fixed under/z o p.,p.
Assume first that the dimension n is even. Hence we can assume that " is an

even spinor, i.e., 6 An+. Let be the twistor spinor on Sn with zero in p and
with DTz (p) + V . Then we obtain for the associated vector field VD/(p)
21lZV(p) and it follows from [KRI, Prop.3.2] that the associated conformal field

V does not vanish identically. Hence there is a twistor spinor 4 on M with a zero
and with non-trivial associated conformal field.

If the dimension n is odd, we use the fact that the spin representation on An can
+ +be described as the spin representation An-1 An_ A-_ 1, where 6 An_

and n 2m / 1. Let (el en) with V en be an orthonormal basis. Then
el en-l act on both components and en acts on u+ + u- 6 An+_l A-_ as

en (u+ h- u-) (-1)m "i’(u+ u-). Let p be the twistor spinor on S" defined
by Dap(p) (-1)m+l. Then VDO(p) 2IIZV, hence the associated conformal
field VD does not vanish identically. This finishes the proof.
Now we construct examples. Let A 6 SO(n 1). Then we denote by FA
C+(n) the following conformal transformation" Let N (1,0 0) 6 S
{X (X0, Xl Xn) ]ln+l iLl X/2 1} and let a" Sn {N} --+ n be the
stereographic projection, for which a ((0, x l, x2 xn)) (x l, x2 xn). Then
FA is determined by

t7 o FA o O"-1 ((Xl, X2 Xn)) (Xl, A(x2 Xn)).

It follows that FA (N) N and the linearization of FA at N is given by

(dfa)N (Xl Xn) (Xl, A(X2 Xn)),

resp. (d FA)N A SQ(n 1) C S(n).
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LEMMA 3.3. For A 6- SQ(n 1), n >_ 3 there is an orientable conformallyflat
manifold M M whose holonomy representation p fixes a point p 6- Im(3) and is
given by

p: rl (M) - Z C(+(n); FA.
Hence the induced representation ofzrl on TpSn is given by

p,,p" zrl(M)"Z S(n- 1);1 A.

Proof. Let ]1n x Rn-l We denote by x (x1,2.) 6- ]1 x ]tn-I the
components. We set

() (1 1)Nn_X := [-1,1] x B"-I U --,- x

(Xl,2") 6- [-1, 11 x ]1n-I IIll < or IXl[ <

where Bn-l(r) := {x 6- lln-I [, Ixll < r }. We denote by

sn {Y (Yo Yn) R"/ IlYll-- 1}

the unit n-sphere with closed upper hemisphere H_ {y 6- Sn
Y0 > 0}. The

boundary 0H {y 6- Sn
Y0 0} is then the equator. Then for (0, yl Yn) 6-

0H we obtain r ((0, yl Yn)) (Yl Yn).
Let X2 be the disjoint union of X and H where we identify x (x, 2.) 6- X C

IR with y 6- H if and only if x cr (y) and x 6- (- 1/2, 1/2).
Let M Z x X2/ where we identify

(m, (1,2.)) (m + 1,

for all 2. 6- Bn-l(1/2) and all m 6- Z. For n >_ 3 is simply-connected. The map
f: M -- M defined by" f(m, (x l, 2.)) (m + 1, (x, A2.)) for x (x,, 2.) 6- X,
and f(m, o-- (x, 2.)) (m + 1, a-’ (x,, AY)) for (x l, 2.) 6- R" Bn (1), x 6_ R, 2. 6-

R- as well as f(m, N) (m + 1, N) generates a Z-action by isometries which act
freely and properly discontinuous. Hence M MA M/f is a conformally flat
manifold and we can choose the development map " M S" such that 31{ x H
is the identity (i.e., ((1, y)) y, y e H).

It follows that the holonomy representation

p" zrl (MA) g -----> JV[+ (n)

is given by p (1) FA and it fixes N 6- S. !--1

Remark 3.4. M is not Kleinian since for a Kleinian manifold the holonomy rep-
resentation does not have fixed points; cf. [Ku 1, (7.8)].

The subgroup p(zr(M)) C 3/[+(n) consists of parabolic elements; cf. [Ku2,
(2.2)1.
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Example 3.5. For n 2m > 4, m 1, c ]R, ot ’ 2zrZ define the following
element in Spin(n):

A := ((sinot)el + (cosc)e2). e2. ((sinot)e3 + (cosct)e4) e4.

Here (el en) denotes a positiviely oriented orthonormal basis. Using an explicit
spin representation/z: Spin(n) U(An) (for example [BFGK, Chapter 1.1]) we
obtain

where

#(A,)=-E(R)...(R)R_,(R)R_a,

( O) (cosot -sinot)E
0 R :=

sinoe cosoe

and z(A) acts on An (2" , (2 i) () C2. It follows that the eigenvalue of
/z(A) has multiplicity 2m-1 and the eigenvalues 4- exp(2zrot) have multiplicity 2m-2.
If : Spin(n) ----> SO(n) we conclude that (A) is a rotation of the form

-R2u R-2u Id

on " ]12 ) ]12 ) ]ln-4; in particular (Aa) 6 SQ(4) C SQ(n).

Example 3.6. Combining Lemma 3.3 and Example 3.6, for n 2m > 6 and
ot 2zrZ we obtain an element A Spin(n) and a conformally flat manifold
M such that the holonomy representation

p: rrl (M) - Z A//+(n)

is given by p (1) Fad and such that p fixes a point N an with induced represen-
tation

P,,N: zrl(M) S(4) c.S(n),

P,,N (1) Rzo R-2o Id.

Hence the manifold M, which is not developable, satisfies all assumptions of The-
orem 1.2. We conclude that on M there exist twistor spinors with zero and with
non-trivial associated conformal field. It follows that for p -l(N) we have
dim Tp(M) dim ker(/z(A) Id) 2m-1 hence dim Tp(M) n2m-1 m2m.
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